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Summertime, the Funner Time
Arthur Graham

Summer Rain
Benjamin Blake

Ah, Summer... Beaches, babes, and barbecues, amirite?
Sure, unless you're sitting in some sweltering apartment with no AC,
sipping warm beer with your nuts stuck to an imitation leather sofa. Or an
emaciated polar bear, slowly starving to death on an arctic ice floe while
the world does nothing to address climate change. The poles are melting
and the rest of the planet is soon to be underwater or on fire, but WHO
CARES cos it's SUMMER, lol!
With the dog days now finally upon us, it may be true that “school is out
and girls are dressing less”, as The Fresh Prince once told us many years
ago. But, while everything is bound to have its inevitable downsides, never
fear – HSTQ has got your back! If nothing else, you can use your copy to fan
yourself off once the mercury tops 38°C.
And lastly, while this might actually be counterproductive to lowering
your body temperature, don't forget to check out our latest HST Girl, the
one and only Bobbi Bamf!
https://www.bobbibamf.com
Arthur Graham
Salt Lake City, July 2019

I lost track of the time
The days bleed into one
And the burning sidewalks
Are all I know now
Local liquor store smile
Some small excitement
Is better than none
And grows a little more
Each and every time
They venture out in the summer
With children and small dogs
Millefleur dresses
That leave you dreaming
Of the skin that hides beneath
A torrential downpour
Unexpected and sudden
Soaked passersby to the bone
And I laughed
From the beneath the cover
Of the bridge

the last good dream
J.J. Campbell

In Control
Angelica Arsan

it’s like when warm water and soap
meets a fresh wound for the first
time
a hot flash of neon before lifeless
dull eyes
search for the love of your life at
the bottom of a river
remember the last good dream
you had and exactly where you
wanted to die
laugh at all the times the world
told you no
buy a ridiculous hat and pretend
that you’re the next big thing
from france
with what little spanish you
remember from high school,
order something to drink that
won’t kill us
the madness in your eyes is
nothing compared to what still
beats in your heart
we’re all going to die one day
let it be as glorious as you want
write it in the clouds and let it
fade away

like love
like hope
like innocence on a sunny day

I don’t care what I’m re-enacting
By letting you
Stick your dick
Inside me
What psychodrama
I’m re-staging
Or maybe
Just rehearsing
For an hour yet to come
All that matters
Is what I see
And touch
And feel
Your cock
Huge
Hard
Godlike
And your hands
Pinning me down
Making me behave
Annihilating my will
I’m performing
Acting out
I don’t know what I’m up to
But I do know
That it’s not you
It’s me
Who has
The greater urge
Fuck me hard
As hard as you can
Drag me to the bottom
Put me in control
Of all my rapists

One Man’s Plan to Contain Urban Sprawl
Brian Rihlmann
“Nothing you can do”
a friend told him
but that was never true
a large roadside sign
showed the finished product
as conceived
by brilliant architectural minds
five stories of earth toned
stucco abomination
blocking his mountain view
from the house he’d lived in for years
no
he wouldn’t have it
it began with small sabotage
slashing tires of trucks and loaders
filling pipes with rocks
setting fires
security increased
cameras and fences
nighttime guards
walking the beat

a new plan was devised
the fuel obtained
(don’t ask from where)
blueprints discovered online
and he was smart
he actually figured it out
but for a slight miscalculation
he’d intended to build
a small one
but when it went off
he had only a millisecond
to admire the glowing shaft
with its mushroom head
rising like a morning hard on
above the city
before he vaporized
into a dark shadow
on the rocks behind
as the city burned
leaving a pristine black crater
and a fabulous mountain view

Incandescent
Gary D. Morton
A Piece of Paper
David Boski

Look me in the eye and tell me that you are truly happy,
Try not to smirk, as you say it under your breath:

I walked into the apartment
and she looked at me steaming,
holding up a piece of paper
and said: “what the fuck is this?”
“I don’t know, what is it?” I replied
genuinely confused. “David, you wrote
a poem about your fucking ex!” she
shouted. “I don’t know, did I?”
I asked as I reached for the paper.

Try to convince yourself that you are genuinely content.

“Oh, this is old, who cares, and why
the fuck did you read it to begin with?”
I said. “I needed to use a notepad, and
I found it, and you’re writing poems about
having sex with your fucking ex” she said
as her eyes began watering and she became
even more hysterical. “Who gives a shit?
it’s not even flattering; I talk about how bad
the sex was, who gives a fuck!” I said raising
my voice, growing frustrated with her theatrics.

Scrape out the inside of your eyeball with a toothbrush,
Scoop out the congealed goodness inside your liver and spread it on
wholemeal toast.

Eventually after some more shouting, back and
forth, about a poem I had forgotten, we made peace.
I crumpled up the paper and I told her I wouldn’t write
anymore poems about any of my exes, and that’s exactly
who she is now too; so, I guess I lied.

You are the lonely echo in a cancer ward, hairpiece jauntily askew.
Sing yourself to sleep in the showroom, lullabies of rampant presence,
Pretend that you are fulfilled, amongst the cardboard boxes of dust,
Nap inside the oven, take your toaster for a swim,
Indiscriminately fuck plugsockets with a fork,
Crawl on your knees to a hollow martyr, screech at your savings account.

We all know that you are never as good as your playacting,
As you dissolve the decaying sphincter of a disabled hobbyhorse,
Stir the remains into your morning coffee as you set fire to an orphanage,
Try to quell whispers of axes, grindstones and brakefluid.
Push a lightbulb down your throat to see if it helps you wake up,
Join the bulimics, masturbating marionnettes on a stagecoach,
Take another fucking pill, and another one until you can’t taste the sun.
Look at me in the eye and tell me that you are happy,
you lying,
caramel flavoured
cunt.

Of My Wounds, There Are Many
Stephanie M. Wytovich
Snapshot to blood and bone,
there’s a knife in my head,
but my migraine was two years in the making,
stitched to the side of my skull
like the arrow tip lodged behind my eye,
buried in my brain like the bruises
of last night’s thunder storm,
my teeth ripped from my mouth,
shoved down my throat
like how the sky pushes out rain.
Of my wounds, there are many:
see the delicate stigmata cut into my hands and feet,
the gashes dug into my thighs, the tally-mark slashes on my wrists;
I am the punctured female, the pincushion of hysteria,
a traumatized sack of feminine injury,
the flesh of my flesh, the scar of my scar,
I’m a collection of lesions and lacerations,
a patchwork of black and blue contusions
worn out from where you scrubbed me raw,
beat me till I seeped red like rare, woman steak.

Look to me on this table as I bleed and break,
a toy of operation, a surgical muse to the amputation
of bodily consciousness: hear me when I say I feel nothing,
that with each incision and penetration, I am dead,
gone from this world of torment and torture,
a disappearance, an acceptance to oblivion,
to the land where I can forget the flower,
the blossom of what I saw lies underneath.
Yes, use my soon-to-be-corpse as a nametag,
as a placard to the other girls who are destined to bleed;
I am closing my eyes to your knives now,
deafening myself to the fractures you inflict;
I will cease to be your canvas of mutilation,
Only a head, a torso, a heart,
best to photograph me while in transition;
it’s the last chance you’ll have
to locate my soul.

From: Sheet Music to My Acoustic Nightmare

talking to a friend about our polyamorous friends
Scott Manley Hadley
One of our friends says
‘They will end up as killers,
Like Fred and Rose West,
This is how they started.’
In shock at his words and the venom with which he says them,
I tell him that Fred West used to eat onions as if they were apples,
A fact I heard on a podcast.
But the friend continues his disapproval
And says
Over and over and over again
‘Well, me and my girlfriend
Aren’t bored
Of fucking each other.’
I do not think
My bisexual polyamorous friends
Are bored of fucking each other
I think they are so
Excited
By sex
They want more of it.

Fred and Rose West
Had a homemade neon sign saying “cunt” above their bed.
They lived in Bristol.
They were good at DIY.
They are nothing like my
Tasteful
Middle Class
West London
friends.
Sex
Is not
A moral failing.
Killing people
Is.
But if we’re getting Catholic about it,
Envy’s just as bad as lust.

music videos are fun to watch at night
Omar Alexandre
there’s something filthy about me
that makes you reluctant to dance
and there’s something pure about you
that makes me want to corrupt
i fucking despise everything about you
and you probably don’t like me too much either
you wake up smiling at the possibilities
knowing it’s all been laid out for you
i killed a man yesterday
just for mentioning your name
and mailed you an envelope
with a small piece of his heart inside
you thought it was pretentious
and sent it back my way with a bloody tampon
i knew then it was true love
so i went to the graveyard
and secured a spot overlooking the street
in case we bore each other
when our bodies are placed in the ground

Millennial Woes
Jonali Sorensen
An envy plagues me
Turning color to grey
I’ve always enjoyed the glamour of celebrity
Or maybe I’ve been programmed that way
Will my Legacy remain
Once I float away
No one can see
No one sees me
I’m just a pixie pixel
Adjust the brightness & display
Like a ritual
I put my hands together
Look down at my phone screen
to pray

The Other Side of Nowhere New York
Alan Catlin
She spent her time between
Long Island and Paradise and
he divided his between New York
and Never Never Land, their primary
functions in life: clubbing, texting,
doping and screwing, often all at
the same time, like performers in
a new kind of Wild Wild West Show
on the Lower East Side of a depleted
ozone layer in their brains curdling like
milk left in the sun so long the smell
was just this side of Johnny Rotten three
days dead and unattended, a rankness
that went unnoticed by everyone that
they came in contact with, all suffering,
as they were, from the same kind of disease
of inattention and excess, all claiming
to know the real story of what happened
with Syd and Nancy, how the body double
died and the happy couple escaped upstate
to do time in the foothills of the Adirondacks
and the Twilight Zone.

From the Depths
Walter Ruhlmann
I would need the depths,
the immeasurable abysses:
the gaping holes, the bottomless faults,
the caves opened like mouths ready to suck.
They are regaled with the spurts,
they revel on the warm, fecund flows,
submerging the skins of the cheerful beasts,
on the disruptive, turbid rivers.
To hold back the currents in these gorges,
because drowning is forbidden.
Yet the flux goes beyond reason,
it takes away:
the leaves, the trees, the flowers,
the scarabs, the centipedes.
To brush the ground littered with corpses,
animals, undone, skinned, ripped.
A heap of rotten plants on which the slugs wallow.
Dubious surface, superficial am I,
the depths spit me back, vomit me,
no depth of thought,
I treat myself to no arpeggio.
I lay bare, bottomless, with nothing,
only white blood runs in my veins,
they empty slowly on the forehead
of a bitter and cancerous elf.

ADHMe
Thumper Devotchka
Disability medical assessment
Momentarily degrading
Hopefully lucrative
I’ve given away more
for much less
I keep thinking about going out
especially after meetings
Is that a disease or just
hyperactivity paused
I used to be in fast forward
I used to be important
or at least
noticeable
Attention is still attention
even for the wrong
reasons
Chaos is still alive
but I’m asleep all the time now
This is what they wanted:
mouth shut, legs shut
kept quiet
Life is a headache
worse than any hangover
Maybe I am just glamorising
dying in a ditch

OCD Lullaby
Casey Renee Kiser
I dreamed
I had open-heart surgery,
completely awake (inside the dream)
All the lights were sharp
and all the knives were dull
You were the surgeon
and you kept promising, over and over
that you had washed your hands
which meant of course you hadn’t.

Going for a swim in puke
Niklas Stephenson
Swimming in my own pool of puke
reminded me of masturbation
because her throwing up on me was love.
Why else did she do it?
That’s what she said: “It’s love, baby!”
and I wanted to drink the entire universe
and puke all over the stars,
the earth and drink puke to puke it out all over
my ecstatic body
and then smoke a cigarette of puke
because I love them.
And her.
And you.
And myself.

balloon animals and puppet shows
Aqeel Parvez
my cock is a giant inflatable
balloon animal. hot and pissing,
squealing all over the world.
all the dead presidents and
generals ride it like a surfboard
right into a burning 9/11 tower
inferno. hell they tongue it
all the way down, squeal with
pleasure and moan, while my piss
only serves to enrage the fire.
all the leaders are in there: Kim Jong,
Trump, May, Corbyn, all the politicians
and all the bum brained cunts
who follow them.
stinking burning flesh and skin
yes the political right and
the political left burn burn burn,
oh it feels so goood.

She Sent Me a Photo
Anthony Graham

Honey
Mela Blust
honey’s eyes could be the color of the sea
if it were boiling
she’s got a delicate step, fast feet built for
back streets, legs up on the backseat
all the world is an audience for fresh meat
they say you can’t move your body when you’re dreaming
the only time for peace is when honey’s sleeping
time beats a drum and his breath smells like rum
she’s ready to run back pockets are breathing
see you can’t breathe and swallow at the same time
honey’s done enough swallowing and white lines
thin lines between lust and heat
but honey’s gotta eat

She sent me a photo
Of herself
For no particular reason
While I was on my way to work
She was on her bed
Long bare legs out straight
An open book in her lap
A thousand more words
Between me
And where I wanted to be
Her legs looked impossibly long
And the book looked comfortable
Nestled
In that soft, milky white flesh
I don’t know
What book it was
I never saved the photo
And soon it was buried
Under the avalanche of messages
We would send each other
Small thoughts
Of our average days
So that it felt like
I was carrying her
Around in my pocket
Later I cleaned out
Every drawer
And every cupboard
Because sometimes
That helps
And I found a gift
I never gave her
A book
To read on a holiday
We never took

Sometimes
I think about sending it to her
And writing on the inside cover
“It so happens
I am sick of being a man”
But instead
I file it back away
Neatly in the drawer
Another unread book
Another tiny fraction of her
Hidden away

Jalapeno Kiss’ Love Poem
Mendes Biondo
jalapeno kiss
that’s what she’s called
even if she’s a japanese
rockabilly
nipples like bullets
point the way to the sunset
choppy areolas
like the waves of the ocean
when the cold sea winds blow
black hair
through the air
like snakes and griffin wings
a tattoo on the skin of life
as drawn by a lustful
samurai
the master of bushido himself
would puke at the sight
of her untamed eyes
she was licking on a gherkin
her katana dripping red
on the white washi sheet
upon her bed.
she loved to write in kanji
the head of her last lover
like a period at the close
of her haiku
the mantis satiated
she now uses her pickle
to write a love poem
on her clitoris

Untitled 6/17/11
Johnny Scarlotti
i operate the weight machine
at the gym
i watch the veins
come out of my arms
i am magnificent
i look at myself in the mirror
i lift my shirt
and see my ripped up abs
i smile real big
then the arms of the machine come to life
and i'm tackled to the ground
and all of my clothes get torn off
and the machine has sex with me
woah
a nice thick handlebar into my asshole
i breathe hard into the mirror
as it's happening - i draw with my finger into the fog
HELP
ah
ah
ah
stop
and take pictures
then i post them on instagram
caption: help i’m being raped

then i'm being dragged out of the gym
by a group of meatheads
i'm told i am banned for life
and the police are coming
they say i'm in a lot of trouble
what the freaking heck!? i was the victim!!!
your machines are rapists!!!
they say it was the other way around
they got it all on camera
i'm being set up!!!
i escape their grips and outrun them
they are slow because their muscles are so large
i get in my car
two of them get into a car and try to follow
but i've seen Drive with Ryan Gosling like 10 times
i lose them easily
all my clothes were left at the gym in tatters
and i don't have any in my car
just a couple mcdonald’s bags
and some tape
i make it work

CHICKENS!!! i scream after them
i feel good
i won the fight!
real good
i sprint back home
my key isn't working again
so i break in through a window again
my girlfriend's on the couch, she gets up
runs and screams down the hallway
'HE'S BACK, THE CREEP IS BACK!'
'NO ROSE, IT'S ME!' i scream after her
'IT'S ME, JACK'
a door opens
i freeze
a man holding a shotgun
walks toward me
and blasts

i pull up to my apartment
as i'm walking up the steps
some kids across the street scream "freeeeaaaaaaak"
but nobody fucking disrespects me
and gets away with it
REEEEEEEE!!! i scream and charge
but my mcdonald’s bags fly off
and my dick and balls are flopping around
the kids shriek and flee
ahhhh my nuts
i gotta hold them so they stop banging against my legs

From: It's Getting Harder and Harder
To Tell the Two of You Apart

